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Abstract: Cloud computing provides its user an economical and easy way of use anything as a service, known also as pay and
use service in which anything used and pay only for that . Cloud customers pay only for what they actually use resources,
storage, and band- width, according to their changing needs. data transfer costs i.e., bandwidth is an important problem when
trying to reduce costs. By loading and uploading the same data again and again and apply encryption and decryption it is very
costly to encrypt and decrypt the same data. To secure the data and reduce the network cost use the cryptography technique. By
using ABE scheme provide ﬁne-grained sharing of encrypted data, but also give the advantages in the efﬁciency to overcome
the drawback (by reduce of cipher text size and decryption cost) . In particular, an ABE scheme allows provide security from
third party (e.g., a cloud server). if third party is untrusted ,the data cannot be safe.in this paper first describe the ABE scheme
and then present a approach in which by using verification scheme to verify the outsourced and decreasing the computational
cost.
Keywords: cloud computing, Attribute based encryption cloud service provide, Cloud sharing.
I. INTRODUCION
Cloud computing is two word cloud and computing ,one side of cloud have very advantages but every coin have two side the
security issue to protect data over cloud that no one can access the private and confidential data to address security factor which is
basically important factor of cloud computing[1]. Data conﬁdential and enforce access control policies correctly. However, security
and confidentiality is not provided now a day because the stored data is shared among many service providers. Because the services
and hardware that provided by the cloud is manage by the service provider.to protect the data from the untrusted third party the
common solution is to masking the data by the use of cryptography.
The encrypted data, however, must be important for sharing data and smoothly access control for the on the cloud . Data encryption
using symmetric or public key cryptography is not enough to scalable access control. Security of particular data basically means
protecting data, e.g. database, from the untrusted provider and actions of unauthorized users. Basically there are three security goals
i.e. Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication. Our objective is to implement authentication algorithm in our project. Attribute Based
Encryption is a security algorithm but it creates many drawbacks on the user of the system[2]. Hence, to minimize this drawback;
ABE with outsourced decryption method was introduced. But this method does not give the correctness of the decrypted cipher
text. Hence, we proposed a new and improvised method that is ABE with Verifiable Outsourced Decryption with KEM(key
encapsulation mechanisms).
ABE scheme was proposed by Sahai and Waters in 2005 year. ABE is the mechanism in which users are allowed to encrypt and
decrypt data based on the attributes provided by the user. The attributes that provided by the user are used to make the secret key of
the user and cipher text. If the set of attributes of the user key matches the attributes of the cipher text; then only decryption of a
cipher text is possible[3].
Therer are two type of ABE policy KP-ABE(key policy ABE) and CP-ABE(cipertext policy ABE) KP-ABE was proposed by
Goyal in 2006 which is the extended form of traditional ABE. In KP-ABE the cipher text is connected or associated with a set of
attributes and decryption key of user is connected or associated with a tree access structure. If the attributes match or satisfies with
the cipher text with the tree access structure, then only decryption of file is take place.. Advantages of KP-ABE: The KP-ABE
scheme can achieve more flexibility to control users and fine-grained access control than ABE scheme. CP-ABE data owner can
access and policy over the attribute[3]. In KP-ABE scheme, cannot decide who can decrypt the encrypted data. Here only
descriptive attribute are chosen for data by these scheme .but not suitable in some application because of untrusted service provider.
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CP-ABE overpowers the short come of KP-ABE of choosing who can decrypt the data In CP-ABE user's private key is a
combination of a set of attributes. Hence a user can only use this set of attributes to satisfy the access policy for the particular file.
This paper focus on the security and privacy and confidentiality of the data by using the ABE scheme by verified the outsourced.
Given paper is divided into six section in which II describe the existing related work followed by contribution of our work in III ,
proposed methodology , implementation of algorithm and conclusion in section IV, V and VI respectively.
By this method we decrease the computation cost by decreasing the total execution time and in previous method by adding the extra
instances parallel it increase the cost by increasing the transform value which used to check the verified source . by our method it
decrease the transform cost which run merging with our method.
II. RELATED WORK
Author GUOFENG LIN, HANSHU HONG ,ZHIXIN SUN explain the collaborative key management technique to overcome the
problem of increasing key while uploading and downloading the data, the suggest this technique, technique is useful to overcome
the key escrow problem. But disadvantage that method increase the computational cost by adding extra instances to secure the
private key from the cloud service provider[4]. To overcome the above problem SUQING LIN, RUI ZHANG, HUI MA,
MINGSHENG WANG suggest the verified outsourced encryption method that verified the sourced by using the KEM(key
encryption method) that verified the source by using the hash function if the function is match with both in the process of encryption
and in process of decryption, by matching attribute. This approach decrease the computational cost but practically the algorithm and
set and apply of the method is lengthy[5]. KONDA REDDY GUDDETI, GANGADHARA. Suggest the user group how can
encrypt the data with same private key no need to generate nerw private key for individual data, if one user leave the manager will
update the group, but there is disadvantage that it authority dependable which cannot be trustable and the method is suggest is
impossible to constructed practically[6]. BAODONG QIN suggest the efficient VO-ABE which is efficient way to allow third party
(cloud server ) that by using the public key transformation key which is provided by the user to transform an ABE cipher text, so it
can be decrypted much more efficiently by user. Compared with the original outsourced ABE , our verified outsourced ABE not
increases the user and cloud server computational cost except some non-dominant operation. Advantage over cipher text size, but
disadvantage is to still need to increase the efficiency[7] By survey the method the ABE scheme is better than other scheme It
provide authentication user via attribute as be select unique id, Which are properties of user to be authentication, use environment
condition as IP address to access time , take attribute as Ikey (key generation ) which is unique In several distributed systems a user
should only be able to access data if a user possess a certain set of credentials or attributes. Currently, the only method that provide
such policies is to by apply a trusted server for data storage and easy access control, However, if any server which storing the data is
not trusted, then the conﬁdentiality of the data will be compromised. In this paper they present a system for typical access control on
encrypted data that we Attribute-Based Encryption. By using our techniques the encrypted data is kept conﬁdential even if the
storage server is not trusted. ABE is useful and it work when a user wants to be authenticated, he sends a request to the
authenticator. The authenticator replies with attribute requirements. If the user owns the required attributes, he uses his attribute
keys to generate a signature and sends it to the authenticator. If the signature is valid, the user is authenticated and otherwise
rejected. The main goal of basic ABE schemes is to achieve anonymous authentication. They can provide least information leakage
for users as well, which means that users only need to provide exactly the required “attributes” rather than a whole package of
information.
Capabilities and scalablility virtualized environment of the clouds help the systems to execute the tasks in real time. The proposed
technique depends on the adaptive behavior of the reliability weights assigned to each processing node. The technique uses a metric
to evaluate reliability. The nodes are removed if the processing nodes fail to achieve the minimum required reliability level.
III. OUR CONTRIBUTION
In this paper I proposed a method to remove the disadvantage by using the ABE scheme to secure the data by encapsulating the data
by ABE-KEM method to check the outsourced and the integrity of data, we revisit ABE with veriﬁable outsourced decryption (VOABE), and try to solve these problems. We ﬁrst present a construction of VO-ABE method, which is based on an AB-KEM which is
attribute based key encapsulation method, a commitment scheme and a symmetric-key encryption scheme which can be used to add
veriﬁcation to the outsourced decryption.and also provide the integrity at the time when receiver receive the data [7], we propose an
appropriate transform for the actual secret key to achieve outsourcing the decryption.
By this method we provide authentication , integrity, and confidentiality to the data . We proposed a new algoeithm which is the
combination of two algoritm of VO-ABE and KEM to secure the data and check the outsourced by using he extra instances without
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increasing the computational and cipher text cost. And increase the efficiency of the whole algorithm which is best for the future
implementation. Refer paper introduce veriﬁcation to the outsourced decryption of ABE by adding an extra instance in the
encryption/decryption algorithms, which duplicates the computation and communication overhead. Instead of two parallel instances
in the encryption/decryption algorithms, we combine a hybrid encryption and a commitment together to bundle the randomness to
the cipher text, so that one can verify the outsourced computation easily. Decryption is done in the normal way as performed, but the
outsourced transform key is made by an appropriate method of the transform of the actual secret key with some speciﬁc properties
that ensuring the secure outsourced computation. We deﬁne a veriﬁcation algorithm for the receiver of the data for check the
correctness of the outsourced computation. Only if the veriﬁcation is passed, the data can be recovered. in the decryption algorithm.
We prove with our method that we constructed that ABE scheme provide security and meets the veriﬁed the outsourced data. Our
algorithm is the combination of the ABE and AB-KEM with VO-ABE[7] commitment scheme.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Proposed Algorithm
We proposed a algorithm by merging the two algorithm ABE and KEM , the algorithm is, the pseudo code is :
1) Setup attribute
2) Key generation generate master and public key(pp,msk,Ikey)//with AES
3) Encrypt( pp, m,Ienc)
4) Generate SK(PP, MSK, Ikey)
5) Generate TransformKey TK (PK,SK,MSK)
6) Transformout(PP,CT,TK) // decrypt the file again and produced CT’
7) Decrypt(TK,CT’)
8) Verify(PP,CT’,TK) //verify the outsourced
9) Decrypt( pp,CT,CT’, TSK)
10) If (TK, Ienc)=1 then decrypt
11) output m
12) Else error message
In our proposed method first attribute is given and key is generated by given attribute set the master and public key is formed , in
their we using AES encryption algorithm to encrypt the data because it given better efficiency and result.
By using primary and masterkey sk is formed which used to generate the transform key by which ciphertext is formed.
To decrypt the ciphertext by using transform key and check the ciphertext with transform key if the transform key and encryption
algorithm is match and given the output then the main file is encrypted and given the result by verifying the outsourced.
If an outsourced ABE with veriﬁcation does not have a veriﬁcation key (i.e., VK =∅), we refer to it as the standard notion of
outsourced ABE (without veriﬁcation) [8]. We denote by ABEO = (Setup, Encrypt, KeyGen, Transform, Decrypt) an outsourced
ABE system. The outsourced ABE essentially works in the KEM setting, where the ABE ciphertext hides a symmetric session key.
The formal deﬁnition of attribute-based KEM with outsourced decryption is exactly the same as that of ABE with outsourced
decryption, except that the encryption algorithm of ABE is replaced by an encapsulation algorithm, which doesn’t take a message as
an input. We show that any outsourced ABE system can be simply converted to an attribute-based KEM with outsourced decryption
via the following method: the encapsulation algorithm takes as input MPK and Ienc. It ﬁrst chooses a random session key (message)
K from M, and then computes CTIenc ← Encrypt(MPK, K, Ienc) using the encryption algorithm of the outsourced ABE. Finally, it
outputs (CTIenc, K).
B. Proposed Model
The first step has to select list of attributes. Here , we are selecting attributes as Id, Dept, Designation and Salary where we are 0.
security parameters are varied and depends on user requirements like salary > 50k or dept ="mkt" or design = "exe". Pk = id (which
is unique for individual user) MK - key will be generated based on Pk with aes encryption algorithm.Put this both to two separate
files just as pkfile and mkfile. call key generation process to generate sk by taking pk and mk and attribute selected based on
security parameters input by user.store that in skfile. generate TK by using combination of pk,sk and mk. encryption algorithm by
taking pk,M(message), attribute set and TK perform decryption algo for TKand CT and store it to CT'. put it to verification process
and check its TK and CT' is matched.if yes and pass a success message or pass an error message.IT will benefit in upgrading
security without taking it to t he knowledge of trespasser and will not give load on process of transferring data over cloud.
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Fig 1 Flow-diagram of Proposed Algorithm
V. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Software Specification
For the implementation of our proposed algorithm , we will using For the implementation of our proposed algorithm , we will using
java language JDK 8.0 and eclipse IDE.
For code we will be using jar to generate encryption key and cryptomat API.
Java is compatible with many of the API which is available for encryption and decryption so we can get a good result and
performance with using java programming.
We implement our scheme that is ABE with Verified outsourced with KEM ,uses a laptop with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i3(second
generation) and 2 GB RAM running 64-bit Windows 10 with320 GB Hard Drive.
B. Result
Testing of proposed algorithm is done with the references given by the SUQING LIN, RUI ZHANG, HUI MA, MINGSHENG
WANG. We formed the result on two parameter that is transform time and the total execution time and the cipher text key size . the
result is far better than the previous methodology. Figure shows the improvement in transform time and execution time which is upon
the attribute policy of 20 to 100.

Fig 2 total Execution Time Comparison
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Fig 3 Total transformation Time Comparision
As by reducing the transform time and execution time the hence the encryption and decryption time is also decrease which provide
the low computation cost while uploading and downloading the data.
VI. CONCLUSION
Using the ABE method with outsourced decryption the size of cipher text , the encryption cost and time the transformation
time
and the time of decrypting a transformed cipher text is decrease. In this system, encryptor and decryptor, are able to outsource their
computing tasks to the cor- responding service providers respectively, to improve the computational efﬁciency, and they are also
able to verify the correctness of outsourcing calculation efﬁciently by using the corresponding outsourcing veriﬁcation
services.(ABE) schemes that can be used in cloud systems for flexible, scalable and fine grained access control. In this article, we
provided a formal definition and security model for CP-ABE.
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